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One of the concepts for the disposal of high level vitrified radioactive waste is based on

the emplacement of waste canisters in boreholes drilled from underground galleries into rock

salt formations. The rock salt surrounding such an emplacement borehole will be heated up to

200 °C and will be exposed to a y-radiation dose of some 108 Gy within the first 100 years. In

addition to the development of radiation damage in rock salt, another effect being of

importance for the repository safety is the generation of and the release of gases from both the

rock salt and the waste.

The potential consequences of gas formation processes are the build up ofgas pressure,

the generation of corrosive gas mixtures, and the generation of explosive gases. The

implications of these processes for the repository safety are the following:

Build up of gas pressures can lead to fracturing of the rock surrounding the

borehole. The integrity of the borehole seal could also be impaired. High gas genera

tion rates and gas pressures provide a potential means of transportation for volatile

radionuclides.

Corrosive gases, e.g. HC1 or H2S, can degrade the waste canisters and reduce

their lifetime. In the presence of brine this would facilitate leaching of the waste matrix

and the mobilization of radionuclides.

The generation of explosive gas mixtures has to be prevented at any account by

the conceptual design. It has to be guaranteed that under no circumstances the

concentration of certain gases in the gas phase ever exceeds pre-defined safety levels.

Therefore, the generation of gases and the release of gases has to be taken into account

for an assessment not only of the operational phase but also of the long-term safety of a

repository. This problem has recently been addressed by several scientific work programmes

as well as by some conferences [NEA-OECD, 19921.
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Several different processes account for the gas generation and contribute to the total

source term for gas production in the emplacement ofhigh level radioactive waste, including:

• the gas release from the rock salt at ambient and elevated temperatures,

• the gas generation from the emplaced waste, e.g. via corrosion of the waste

canisters, and

• the radiation-induced gas generation.

These processes can be summarized by the following general expression [Brewitz and

Monig, 1992]:

rate~0~i = rate~~ + rate te + rateradiol [1]

= total gas generation rate
= gas release from the host rock
= gas generation resulting from the emplaced waste
= radiation-induced gas generation

This represents a simplified approach, since there are interrelations and the parameters

affect each other. However, it facilitates a comparison of these processes for the different

disposal concepts.

Table 1: Overview of the various processes contributing to the total source term for gas

generation at ILWandHLWdisposal

contribution to ILW F1LW
source term

host rock outgassing at ambient outgassing at ambient and
tempereatures elevated temperatures

waste corrosion, corrosion,
microbial degradation radioactice decay

radiolysis radiolytic hydrogen generation radiolysis of borehole atmo
inside the waste forms sphere, radiolytic decomposition

of the host rock (C12-formation)

The extent to which each of these processes contributes to the total gas generation rate

depends on various factors, i.e. the waste type, the host rock and the specific disposal

conditions. A general overview of the various mechanisms causing gas generation at the

disposal of intermediate level waste (ILW) and high level waste (HLW), respectively, is given

in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that in case of ILW the gas generation is mainly governed by the waste

itself; whereas in case of HLW also the host rock may contribute to the gas generation. In

order to be able to design repositories and to assess their long-term safety, it is necessary that

all sources contributing to the generation and release of gases are known and that quantitative

data on the various processes are available.

In case of vitrified high level waste the most important mechanism for waste-related

gas generation is the corrosion of the steel containers, resulting in the generation of hydrogen.

This process has gained considerable attention in the past, since hydrogen is a relevant product

with respect to the operational safety of the repository (about 4% of it in the atmosphere make

up an explosive mixture). The corrosion rates being reported for waste canisters depend on

the container material used and the geochemical co~iditions (temperature, amount and

composition of brine). Maximal values for uniform corrosion rates of up to about 0.2 mm/a

have been reported for cast steel specimen in contact with brine [Schwarzkopf et al., 1989].

However, the corrosion rates, in general, are one to two orders of magnitude lower. For some

container materials, e.g. Cr/Ni-steel, pit corrosion and stress corrosion prevails [Smaios et al.,

1990]. It should also be noted that a radiation-induced enhancement of the corrosion rate has

been reported for some materials. From this follows that the concept of uniform corrosion

rates is not applicable for these types of corrosion processes. A direct and uncritical

comparison of corrosion data is not very informative and may even be misleading.

IVlicrobial degradation of the waste or corrosion processes inside the waste do not have

to be considered in case of vitrified high level waste. The generation of helium or krypton by

radioactive decay is also of minor importance compared to the generation of hydrogen.

Rock salt may contain significant quantities of various gases (e.g. C02, CR4, H2S,
higher hydrocarbons) which are absorbed on crystal boundaries or which are trapped as intra

crystalline inclusions. Additionally gases may occur in fissures. These gases are part of the

entire geological environment and their distribution and concentration is being controlled by

geological and geochemical processes. Significant amounts of gases can accumulate, depend

ing on the minerals involved and the geological and chemical conditions of the rock salt

with:
rate~0~j
ratehO~L
rate~t0

rate~d~01
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formation [Knabe, 1989]. Since these gases can be released into the emplacement boreholes or

drifts they have to be accounted for by an appropriate source term. The occurrence of gases in

rock salt in various areas in Germany and in different salt horizons was reviewed by Herrnann

[1988]. Quantitative data from in situ tests performed in the Asse salt mine are given by

Brewitz and Monig [1992] and in the final report for the HAW project [Rothfuchs et al.,

1995]. Tn these investigations it was observed that gases are heterogeneously distributed even

within one stratigraphic horizon. Also, gas release is significantly increased by heating the salt.

On the basis of these findings, a determination of the gas content at the actual disposal horizon

in the final repository seems necessary, in order to avoid those sections of the salt structure for

waste disposal which contain very hgh gas concentrations. The uneven distribution of gases

has also to be taken into account in the computer models.

In their paper, Brewitz and Monig [1992] concluded that the radiation-induced

reactions, which lead to additional gas generation are least understood, since experimental data

were scarce at that time. In the meantime more irradiation experiments have been carried out

so that the situation has changed somewhat. The papers in this volume deal with the y

radiation induced gas formation and the release from rock salt and should provide the

necessary data. Gas production from corrosion processes, on the other hand, have not been

studied in the framework of this research.
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